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Webster Dictionary defines news as “something pansari at corner grocery store, the chowkidar 
1

having a specified influence or effect”  ; one of the trying to guard your lane with an old whistle and a 
key elements that define the newsworthiness of any cane, are all stars of their own stories; stories that 
news item is the impact of the incident or issue. make small parts of larger issues; issues large 
However, more often than not, we see news spaces enough to effect the whole country, in fact issues 
full of the rich and the powerful; mostly politicians, that actually shape the social and economic 
rambling off against each other, legislators hurling dynamics of the country.
accuses or justifying party decisions. Most of the 
times on TV we see a lot of smoke, but barely So while it is important to know how many 
anything that can lead to a positive change or megawatts of power we need and produce; while it 
development. is important to know the energy policy and 

government’s strategies to overcome the energy 
Watch Geo, Dunya, Express, Samaa or any other crisis; it is just as important to hear the story of the 
local news channel and the prime time is full of laid-off labourer in Faisalabad. It is just as important 
counterproductive shouting matches between PPP, to hear the stories of the housewives in Quetta; the 
PLM-N, PML-Q, MQM, ANP, PTI and the others. The stories of shopkeepers in Karachi and the stories of 
talk rarely focuses on awami issues; but even when millions of people whose health, education, 
it is the masses’ health, education or basic rights environment and overall development is at risk.  
under discussion, the news on air is more about And, it is important to hear their stories in their own 
finger pointing or point scoring. Same is the case for voices. It is important that we, as journalists focus 
national and regional dailies. on their stories, their perspectives, not just their 

elected representatives’. 
This practice isn’t limited to Pakistan. All over the But, am I correct in saying that media today has 
world newspapers and news channels give more failed to report on public development? 
time to the rich, powerful and the famous than they 
can account for. In effect, a lot of real issues, a lot of Ah! Here you’d arch your eyebrows, and say, yeah 
real stars with newsworthy stories pass under the right! We don’t really ignore the awam on any of 
media’s radar and rarely make an appearance in these issues. You’d point towards the ‘milay-julay 
print or on airwaves. rujhanat’ (mixed feelings) expressed by that group 

of common people you talked to in the marketplace.  
However, Pakistan is more than a couple of hundred 
representatives in the assemblies. The issues of the You’d say you know the importance of the ‘human 
masses go far beyond the issues discussed on the element’ and make sure to incorporate that in your 
floor. So while the media is covering issues that reports. If you work for a newspaper you’d say you 
affect the common man, they are mostly reported often talk to the ‘common man’ and get quotes. If 
through a political lens. A PTI and PML-N argument you work for a TV channel, you’d hold up the various 
over energy crisis will not be reflective of the Vox Pops you’ve taken as proof of your reporting 
realities on ground. about the people.

But, as newsmakers, we know that just because the But, here we are talking of going a bit beyond that. 
masses aren’t constantly on screen, it doesn’t mean Here, it is important to understand that the quotes, 
they don’t have news worthy stories to share. the SOTs and the Voxpops are all good and 
The driver who picks up your children for school, the necessary, but they barely scratch the surface. To 

Introduction 

1 Merriam-Website. News. Date of Access: 1st October 2012. http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/news
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dig deeper, to get to the heart of public issues, you 
need to understand and practice development 
journalism.

But what is that?

And what is development anyway?

And how is reporting development any different 
from simply reporting?

These are the questions we will focus on and discuss 
in this guidebook. So read on, think, ponder and 
remember that while no two stories can be covered 
using the exact same set of rules, all stories you 
cover can and should adhere to a common set of 
principles – principles that are even more important 
when it comes to reporting development.
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Understanding Development

uring my years in TV newsrooms, I have statements on development, but the media doesn’t 
witnessed the dismissive treatment our usually bother to go beyond that.Dmedia doles out to development news. In 

fact, development issues in our media are rarely Fact is, development issues go way beyond what we 
taken up as issues; they are trivialized into short are used to seeing in media.  We know Pakistan is a 
human interest stories, a popular term used for any developing country, but how many of our reporters 
news piece featuring one or more case studies of know which development indicators have 
human misery. bestowed us with the ‘developing’ status? Is 

development the same worldwide or does it mean 
Be it Poverty, Education, Health or any other public different things in the context of different countries. 
issue, even when they are covered by the media How does one determine which countries are 
they are mostly reported from a political lens. Be it developed and which are developing?
any newspaper or news channel, these issues are 
discussed as a form of political discourse. So, you’ll I put the question to a number of reporters covering 
see top anchors pitching politicians against one development themes. Most of them had the same 
another and the political parties using the rising answer; ‘the developed countries are rich, the 
poverty or worsening healthcare to fling developing countries are poor. ‘
accusations or boast successes. The news bulletins 
and the front pages often feature political Economic growth and stability is of course an 

2 Pakistan Floods devastate Children – Million Dollar Mission – Via Flickr – Last accessed on 16 November 2012 - 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/mdmission/5097218556/ 

2Photo Credit: Million Dollar Mission
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indicator of development. But, can a country’s GDP The concept of development started focusing more 
shed light on the quality of life in that country? on enabling people to live better lives and 

improving the chances for people to reach their 
The answers I got from my colleagues in the potential. 
newsrooms highlight the most obvious part of the 
development process; economic development. A These key components of human development are:
strong economy by itself might be a step towards - A healthy life
development but it isn’t all there is to the - Education
development paradigm. - Sources for a dignified existence

- Participation right 
In simple terms, development has been defined as a 

3
‘desirable social change’  as progress of a given Measuring Human Development 
society.   The World Bank discussing the concept of When you start thinking of development in more 
development notes that; “economic growth, by than economic terms the concept becomes vast and 
increasing a nation’s total wealth, also enhances its difficult to measure. Creating human development 
potential for reducing poverty and solving other 
social problems. But history offers a number of 
examples where economic growth was not followed 

4by similar progress in human development.”   

Over the last few decades development has been 
redefined. 

According to The United Nations Development 
Programme, UNDP, development is 'to lead long 
and healthy lives, to be knowledgeable, to have 
access to the resources needed for a decent 
standard of living and to be able to participate in the 
life of the community.'
By this definition, we can see that development 
does not mean simply being ‘rich’ it means, putting 
the wealth and the resources to such use that it 
ensures a decent standard of living for the populace, 
including access to health services, education and 
all other services necessary for to lead a healthy, 
productive life. 

Human Development 
Development was globally seen in pure economic 
terms till the mid 80s. However, by the start of 90s a 
new approach towards development took hold. 
Experts started to attach more significance to the 
quality of life and opportunities available to 
individual human beings. 

7measurement of human development.indicators is a difficult task. UNDP includes three key 
indicators on its human development index. 

- Command over resources; measured by Gross 
National Income per Capita — GDP is the most - Longevity; measured by life expectancy — The 
widely available income indicator, but various use of life expectancy as one of the principal 
variable per capita income data in nominal indicators of human development rests on 
prices are not very useful for international three considerations: the intrinsic value of 
comparisons. Such data can, however, be longevity, its value in helping people pursue 
improved by using purchasing power-adjusted various goals and its association with other 
real GDP per capita figures, which provide characteristics, such as good health and 

6 better approximations of the relative power to nutrition.
buy commodities and to gain command over 

8
resources for a decent living standard.- Knowledge; measured by literacy — Literacy 

figures are only a crude reflection of access to 
The United Nations Development Programme education, particularly to the good quality 
(UNDP)’s Human Development Report,  2010 ranks education so necessary for productive life in 
Pakistan at 125th out of 169 countries under the modern society. But literacy is a person's first 
Human Development  Index (HDI) based on health step in learning and knowledge-building, so 
(life expectancy at birth), education (years of l i teracy f igures are essential  in any 
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UNDP’s Integral Factors for Human 
5Development  

Equity: Equal opportunities for all. Special 
emphasis is placed on equity of human 
development between men and women and 
various social groups.

Empowerment: Freedom of the people to 
influence, as the subjects of development, 
decisions that affect their lives.

Cooperation: Participation and belonging to 
communities and groups as a means of mutual 
enrichment and source of social meaning.

Sustainability: Meeting the needs of today 
without compromising the ability of satisfying 
the same by future generations.

Security: Exercise development opportunities 
freely and safely with confidence so that they 
will not disappear suddenly in the future.

Productivity: Full participation of people in 
the process of income generation and gainful 
employment.

3 Journalism for Development, Prita Juppi: Date of access: 5th October 2012 - http://kulmakivi.ning.com/page/learning-module-3-journalism
4 World Bank Website: ‘What Is Development?’: Date of access 5th October 2012. 
http://www.worldbank.org/depweb/beyond/beyondco/beg_01.pdfhttp://www.flickr.com/photos/mdmission/5097218556/ 
5 What is Human Development, UNDP - http://www.undp.org.bz/human-development/what-is-human-development/ - Date of Access: 5th 
October 2012

6 Defining and Measuring Human Development – UNDP http://hdr.undp.org/en/media/hdr_1990_en_chap1.pdf  Page 11, Date of Access: 5th 
October 2012
7 Defining and Measuring Human Development – UNDP http://hdr.undp.org/en/media/hdr_1990_en_chap1.pdf  Page 12, Date of Access: 5th 
October 2012
8 Defining and Measuring Human Development – UNDP http://hdr.undp.org/en/media/hdr_1990_en_chap1.pdf  Page 12, Date of access: 5th 
October 2012
9 UN-Human Development Index - 
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/0/00/UN_Human_Development_Report_2011.svg/2000px-
UN_Human_Development_Report_2011.svg.png - Date of access 5th October 2012

9Image Credit: WikiCommons
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schooling)  and gross national income (GNI) per based on basic needs inclusive of a caloric intake of 
capita. Pakistan’s HDI value is 0.490 out of 1 as 2,350 calories per person per day, which translated 
against South Asia’s average HDI value of 0.516 and into a poverty line of Rs673 per month in 1998-99 

10 13World’s average HDI value of 0.624. prices.

According to World Bank “The sharp rise in 
international oil and food prices, combined with The concept of poverty is eminently linked with 
recurring natural disasters like the 2010 and 2011 development. As per Government of Pakistan’s 
floods had a devastating impact on the economy. As Poverty Reduction Plan 2011-12, poverty is defined 
Pakistan recovered from the 2008 global crisis, its as “human conditions that reflect failure in many 
gross domestic product (GDP) grew 3.8 percent in dimensions of human life such as hunger, 
Fiscal Year 2009/2010. The 2010 floods, with an malnutrition, inadequate shelter, ill health, lack of 
estimated damage of over US$ 10 billion, caused education, powerlessness, social exclusion and so 
growth to slow down to 2.4 percent. on.” 

The Pakistan economy grew by an estimated 3.7 To ensure comparability of poverty estimates over 
percent in 2011/12, against the pre-flood targeted time, official poverty line was determined in 2002, 

 Poverty

growth rate of 4.2 percent. Inflation declined, but regressing on the human development indicators. 
continued its four-year run in double digits, and the We don’t see ever the right for a dignified existence 
fiscal deficit is also estimated to have reached about discussed in media. 
8 percent of GDP, double than budgeted, fueled in 
part by continuing energy subsidies. Natural resources and their preservation for future 

generations is yet another factor that has the 
On a more positive side, exports remained mildly potential to impact the quality of life. This 
positive and strong remittances crossed the $13 component has obvious relevance to Pakistan. In 
billion mark for the first time. In addition, recent the last four or five years, the debate about 
efforts to remove tax exemptions and broaden the diminishing gas resources has emerged time and 
tax base contributed to higher tax revenues, though again. But, even though the debate has been going 
the revenue to GDP ratio remains low at about 10 on for years, it is marred by confusion. We have read 

14percent.” and seen statistics making contradictory 
projections. Most of these have been sourced to 

Even as a journalist, you might have to concentrate parties that have a vested interest in the issue. But 
on these figures to make sense of them. For your the media itself is lagging behind. 
readers and viewers, these figures would be even 
more difficult to understand. Poverty is an issue that Another dimension of the human development 
the Pakistani media covers in indirect manners. concept is about participation, democracy, rule of 
Increase in fuel prices, decrease in purchasing law etc. Here it is important to give media credit. 
power are all discussed on media; but even on these Given Pakistan’s history with dictatorship, the 
themes, politics becomes more important than media has developed a habit to discuss the chances 
people in the media. of a return to dictatorial rule. The government’s 

decisions are constantly critiqued as being pro or 
against democracy. Towards Human Development in 

Pakistan
But, do the reporters really understand the links 

Human Development in Pakistan is an interesting 
between the governance system and human 

course of study. The economic indicators of the 
development is a question that is to be explored. 

development side are constantly in the media but 
are rarely discussed from a human development 
angle. Our media talks about rising inflation, 
increasing poverty, health issues, even education at 
times, but as mentioned before, these concepts are 
usually discussed through a political lens to 
measure the successes and failure of the rulers. 

It is very rare that we see media reports on how the 
development indicators are affecting the quality of 
life as a whole. Yes, you will come across routine 
packages in Ramzan or near Eid about the decrease 
in buying power, but none of the reports contain 
substantial data or information. The scripts are 
driven out of the SOTs and quotes, sometimes an 
opposition leader is thrown in for effect, but none of 
these help clarify how Pakistan is progressing or 

HDI Value

11Pakistan’s HDI trends based on consistent time series data  

Life Expectancy 
at Birth

Expected Years 
of Schooling

Mean Years of 
Schooling

GNI per Capita 
(2005 PPP$)

1980 57.9 5.7 1.8 1,288 0.359

1985 59.4 5.7 2.1 1,581 0.384

1990 60.7 5.7 2.3 1,758 0.399

1995 62.0 5.7 2.8 1,888 0.420

2000 63.1 5.7 3.3 1,920 0.436

2005 64.1 6.4 4.5 2,230 0.480

2010 65.2 6.9 4.9 2,523 0.503

2011 65.4 6.9 4.9 2,550 0.504

Mean Years of 
Schooling

Pakistan 0.504 145 65.4 6.9 4.9 2,550

India 0.547 134 65.4 10.3 4.4 3,468

Bangladesh 0.500  146 68.9 8.1 4.8 1,529

South Asia 0.548  — 65.9 9.8 4.6 3,435

Low HDI 0.456  — 58.7 8.3 4.2 1,585

GNI per 
Capita

12Pakistan’s HDI indicators for 2011 relative to selected countries and groups

HDI Value HDI Rank Life Expectancy 
at Birth

Expected Years 
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10 Planning Commission, Government of Pakistan - Annual Plan – Poverty Reduction 2011 -2012,  Date of access: 5th October 2012 - 
http://www.pc.gov.pk/annual%20plans/2011-12/chapter-14_poverty_reduction.pdf
11 UNDP Human Development Report 2011, Pakistan ranks and indices - http://undp.org.pk/images/documents/Pakistan%20-
%20One%20pager.pdf - Date of Access: 5th October 2012
12 UNDP Human Development Report 2011, Pakistan ranks and indices - http://undp.org.pk/images/documents/Pakistan%20-
%20One%20pager.pdf - Date of Access: 5th October 2012
13 Planning Commission, Government of Pakistan - Annual Plan – Poverty Reduction 2011 -2012,  Date of Access: 5th October 2012 - 
http://www.pc.gov.pk/annual%20plans/2011-12/chapter-14_poverty_reduction.pdf

14 Pakistan Overview, World Bank - http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/pakistan/overview Date of Access: 5th October 2012
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 Poverty
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nce you have decided to report on reporter you need to know all about the current 
development, you need to develop a healthcare status. Research the key statistics. Know Odevelopment lens to seek out relevant how many public hospitals are there in the region 

stories in your surroundings. Select the issue that you are covering. Find out the doctor patient ratio. 
interests you and develop the basic expertise. Don’t Research the accessibility of the hospitals. Study 
panic; developing an expertise doesn’t mean you trends. Does Dengue breakout every year in the 
have to become an overnight expert on the theme. monsoon season? Do people die of frostbite? Is 
But, you do need to develop a basic knowledge base dehydration killing babies? How is the mother and 
that helps you understand the theme and place the child health situation? Unless, you work to develop 
news stories in context. a broad picture of what the healthcare system is like 

and how is it affecting the populace, you cannot put 
To get started on any development theme you need any subsequent developments into context.
to:

Know the Laws and Legislations
Know the Playing Field One of the key elements missing from reports on 
Take time out to study the theme in detail. You need development issues is reference to the relevant 
to develop a clear picture in mind that shows the laws. Be it health, education, environment or 
current status of the development theme you will gender; educate yourself about the laws that 
be working on. If you are starting out as a health govern these issues. Find out what are the 

15 Pakistan floods: Children playing in relief camps. Matloob Ali Oxfam. Via Flickr. Last date of access 16 November 2012. 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/oxfam/4929623070/ 
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constitutional rights of the citizens, which attitudes The purpose of doing all the research and making all 
classify as criminal, which systems are in place to the connections mentioned above is simple. They 
protect the citizens.  You also need to know which will help you build a complete picture of the theme 
International conventions on that issue have been and thus help you contextualize each story you 
signed by the country. When you know both, you cover.
will also find out whether any gaps exist in the 
current system. Know Your Purpose

We know that journalism is all about bringing new 
Identify the Relevant Authorities; information to light. But are your stories always 

about seeking out the truth and sharing it with your Know the Structure
readers and viewers? As journalists, we often write This might seem like a no brainer, but the most high 
or produce stories which have zero news value; profile authority on education, might not be the one 
sometimes, it is to oblige a source or even a friend. who is actually turning the wheels. Whichever 
Sometimes, it simply whittles down to a slow news development theme you are working on, you need 
day and we hook on to unworthy stories because we to understand the government infrastructure 
do need to fill the paper. When you set out to report managing it. Be it education, health, environment 
on development, do try to think about the purpose or any other development theme, you need to 
that story can serve.know:
lWill it create awareness?nWhich ministry does the subject fall under
lWill it educate? nWhich key institutes/ organizations is the 
lWill it make someone accountable?ministry working through
lDoes it correct a misconception?nWho are the decision makers in the ministry 
lIs it drawing attention towards an aspect that nIs the bureaucracy involved? How does the 

has been ignored by the government and government-bureaucratic relation play out?
authorities?

lIs it inspirational? Is it motivating?Identify the Key Non-Governmental Players
lDoes it entertain? All over the world, development NGOs, CSOs, 
lOr simply, does it do anything besides filling the development organizations and foundations etc. 

news space?are playing a very important role in tackling 
development issues. The non-governmental 

Your stories can serve one or multiple purposes or organizations will not only help you understand the 
their sole purpose can be filling up the news space. issue by providing researches and statistics, they 
Whichever the case, think proactively about the will also serve as an invaluable link with relevant 
purpose behind you’re the story you are chasing. sources. 
That way, you might try and find news worthy angles 
in stories that would otherwise be useless fillers. Talk to People

The concept of human development revolves all 
Read the Newspapers around the people. To be a good reporter on 
Yes. Not staying up to date is a cardinal sin in development issues, you need to stay connected to 
journalism. As a beginner in development the people. Talk to people you’ve met during 
reporting, you have to read as much as you can on random coverage, talk to van drivers, the office boy 
the subject, especially the news coverage. Try to in your office, the guard, shopkeepers, perhaps your 
read multiple papers; do not stick to the one you are old colleagues, the elderly — you need to connect to 
associated with. See how does your coverage people outside your own circle. That way, you can 
compare with the others. Are there any new angles see how development plays out on the ground. You 
they are writing on? Do they have some interesting will be able to understand why we lag behind on 
scoops that can give you new story ideas? Or is the development indicators and more importantly, 
coverage in other papers boring and repetitive? pinpoint the gaps that need to be filled.  

What could the reporter have done better? By 
critiquing stories done by others you are also 
developing a sense of what works and what doesn’t; 
important lessons that can be applied to your own 
stories.

Go through some old newspapers and dig out stories on a development theme of your interest. See 
how the issue has been reported previously. Select 5 to 10 good and bad stories for critique. 

Answer these questions for each of the sample stories:
1. Which of these sources has the reporter used? 

a. Official / Government sources
b. Other authorities
c. Common people affected by the issue
d. Subject experts
e. Other          

2. Do you think the story is complete or are there questions left in your mind?
3. Does the story create awareness about something?
4. Does it have any new pieces of information?
5. Is there a case study in the story?
6. Is it ethical? Do you think someone’s privacy has been violated?
7. What impact do you think this story can have?

After you are done critiquing the sample stories, see if you can see any common elements/ trends 
emerging in the good and bad ones. 

Exercise 1
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et us start with a similar scenario. It is a slow also small stories. These stories cover issues at a 
news day, maybe around the weekend, the micro-level, they hint towards pestering issues, but Lpolitical arena is mostly quite, there are no give no clue to the magnitude of the subject. As a 

protests, no agitations, no price hikes and you have development reporter, your job is to think critically 
the whole bulletin or the paper to fill. It is usually about these small cases. When you dig a bit deeper 
around this time that your editor will ask you to go into them, you will find a wealth of material worth 
look for some ‘human-interest’ stories. reporting.

The proverbial human interest story in Pakistani Let us start with a small exercise. 
newsrooms, is supposed to feature a case study or 
two, highlighting a development angle. Sometimes Developing Story Ideas
it is a sick child in need of help, a family with multiple Once you have completed this exercise and gone 
disabled children blaming the government for lack through the ideas listed in Appendix 2, you will see 
of healthcare, sometimes, it is a student unable to that each development theme contains various sub 
continue studies due to lack of funds, a woman, themes. As a development reporter your job is to go 
struggling to survive in a male dominated society, a beyond the beaten track and look for stories that 
lone hero teaching a bunch of ragamuffins, a group have been ignored. If you train yourself to think 
of children who have decided to plant trees. critically about issues, you might find yourself 

bombarded with more ideas than you can 
All these stories are important stories. But, they are immediately work on.

16 Pakistan flood devastated children. Million Dollar Mission via Flick. Last Access 16th November 2012 - 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/mdmission/5096621971/in/set-72157625198571748/ 
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However, no-one can teach you how to think of a regarding a new board examination procedure. 
‘good idea’ but we can share some tools that may Perhaps your sister, who went to the doctor with a 
help you come across such ideas more frequently. sore throat, has come back with the information 

that there were so many people in clinic that this 
darned virus is all around. nTalk to People

It is essential that you talk to as many people as 
The more people you talk to, the more likely it is that possible. Develop a habit of interacting with a vast 
you would chance upon a great story idea. group. Human development directly relates to the 

people around you. By talking to them, you are 
immersing yourself in a world full of development nKeep Your Eyes Open (and Your Ears, Too)
related issues. Call up information sources; ask Be observant about what is happening around you. 
them about any big or small developments in your Is your wife constantly complaining about the price 
field. Call universities ask them whether any new of food items? Think about what could have 
researches are being conducted. Call NGOs; ask if prompted the price hike, who are the people who 
they are seeing any interesting new trends are going to be most affected by it. Link it to a 
emerging in the field. You can even talk to your development theme and see which new story 
friends, family or colleagues. Perhaps, there has angles can be chased. 
been an announcement in your niece’s class 

Has the office boy started coming in late because of nGo Beneath the Surface 
a change in public transport routes? Think about Every Ramzan, all the newsrooms across Pakistan 
how many people are being affected by it. Find out are reporting the exact same thing. Prices have gone 
why the routes have been changed. Is it an up, buying power has gone down, people are 
infrastructural issue? Is it to protect a VIP red zone? worried, Eid is becoming a stressful event. These are 
Does it create problems for a specific economic important stories that need to be told, but they are 
class? Can you link it to a story on class-based also shallow stories. If you start digging into these 
discrimination by the city’s administration? routine stories, you might uncover new and 

interesting angles that are directly related to 
Remember that your observations might give you development issues. 
some great story ideas. You might not see the whole 
great story playing out right in front of you, but if Perhaps, you have read a story about a street child 
you do keep your eyes and ears open and observe who died a few hours after being in a hit-and-run 
carefully, the people in your surroundings might accident. The story was likely covered by your 
give you enough clues to get that elusive paper’s crime reporter, who was alerted by police. 
masterpiece. But within that story there are multiple 

development themes. Here are a few themes that 
nKeep Updated can be explored if you dig beneath the surface
Newspapers, magazines and TV channels are all lPoverty
reporting themes that can inspire new stories from lChild / Social Protection
you. Read as much as you can. Keep a look out for lMalnutrition / Health 
interesting stories that you can develop. But, keep in lEducation 
mind that being inspired doesn’t mean that you 
prepare the exact same reports, take inspiration to Almost all stories that appear in newspapers have 
find new angles. one or more development angles. You just need to 

put on your development lens and search for that 
Read international papers and magazines. If you angle. 
read a story about female infanticide in India, 
perhaps, you can research whether that issue exists 
in Pakistan. A story from Afghanistan about 
refugees resettling in the country might give you 
some story ideas about the state of refugees in 
Pakistan. 

nLook for Trends
A story about target killing of Shias can be an 
indicator of a rising trend. Be sensitive towards any 
significant social changes that might give rise to a 
development problem. Pay attention to stories 
which seem to be hinting at a bigger development. If 
one journalist has been threatened for writing 
about a certain political party, it is possible that 
more journalists have been threatened as well. Two 
deaths by an unidentified viral disease might be a 
proclamation of an epidemic. By staying alert, you 
can identify and break stories before other media 
has caught up.

Most of the reporters working on social issues have written or produced a story about child labour. We 
all know the obvious angles that can be covered. Think about the condition of child labourers and 
children working on the streets, including child beggars, children who sell merchandise on road signals 
etc. Now list at least five story ideas that you haven’t seen covered before.

Exercise 2

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

When you have listed your ideas, see appendix 1 for more story ideas that you might have missed. 
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It is essential that you talk to as many people as 
The more people you talk to, the more likely it is that possible. Develop a habit of interacting with a vast 
you would chance upon a great story idea. group. Human development directly relates to the 

people around you. By talking to them, you are 
immersing yourself in a world full of development nKeep Your Eyes Open (and Your Ears, Too)
related issues. Call up information sources; ask Be observant about what is happening around you. 
them about any big or small developments in your Is your wife constantly complaining about the price 
field. Call universities ask them whether any new of food items? Think about what could have 
researches are being conducted. Call NGOs; ask if prompted the price hike, who are the people who 
they are seeing any interesting new trends are going to be most affected by it. Link it to a 
emerging in the field. You can even talk to your development theme and see which new story 
friends, family or colleagues. Perhaps, there has angles can be chased. 
been an announcement in your niece’s class 

Has the office boy started coming in late because of nGo Beneath the Surface 
a change in public transport routes? Think about Every Ramzan, all the newsrooms across Pakistan 
how many people are being affected by it. Find out are reporting the exact same thing. Prices have gone 
why the routes have been changed. Is it an up, buying power has gone down, people are 
infrastructural issue? Is it to protect a VIP red zone? worried, Eid is becoming a stressful event. These are 
Does it create problems for a specific economic important stories that need to be told, but they are 
class? Can you link it to a story on class-based also shallow stories. If you start digging into these 
discrimination by the city’s administration? routine stories, you might uncover new and 

interesting angles that are directly related to 
Remember that your observations might give you development issues. 
some great story ideas. You might not see the whole 
great story playing out right in front of you, but if Perhaps, you have read a story about a street child 
you do keep your eyes and ears open and observe who died a few hours after being in a hit-and-run 
carefully, the people in your surroundings might accident. The story was likely covered by your 
give you enough clues to get that elusive paper’s crime reporter, who was alerted by police. 
masterpiece. But within that story there are multiple 

development themes. Here are a few themes that 
nKeep Updated can be explored if you dig beneath the surface
Newspapers, magazines and TV channels are all lPoverty
reporting themes that can inspire new stories from lChild / Social Protection
you. Read as much as you can. Keep a look out for lMalnutrition / Health 
interesting stories that you can develop. But, keep in lEducation 
mind that being inspired doesn’t mean that you 
prepare the exact same reports, take inspiration to Almost all stories that appear in newspapers have 
find new angles. one or more development angles. You just need to 

put on your development lens and search for that 
Read international papers and magazines. If you angle. 
read a story about female infanticide in India, 
perhaps, you can research whether that issue exists 
in Pakistan. A story from Afghanistan about 
refugees resettling in the country might give you 
some story ideas about the state of refugees in 
Pakistan. 

nLook for Trends
A story about target killing of Shias can be an 
indicator of a rising trend. Be sensitive towards any 
significant social changes that might give rise to a 
development problem. Pay attention to stories 
which seem to be hinting at a bigger development. If 
one journalist has been threatened for writing 
about a certain political party, it is possible that 
more journalists have been threatened as well. Two 
deaths by an unidentified viral disease might be a 
proclamation of an epidemic. By staying alert, you 
can identify and break stories before other media 
has caught up.

Most of the reporters working on social issues have written or produced a story about child labour. We 
all know the obvious angles that can be covered. Think about the condition of child labourers and 
children working on the streets, including child beggars, children who sell merchandise on road signals 
etc. Now list at least five story ideas that you haven’t seen covered before.

Exercise 2

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

When you have listed your ideas, see appendix 1 for more story ideas that you might have missed. 
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A few years ago, I worked on a story about three children who had suffered chemical burns after 
stepping into toxic industrial waste. The children were residing inside Karachi’s main industrial area 
SITE. The chemical waste had been dumped in an empty plot that the localities children used as a 
makeshift play ground. Among the three children who had been severely burnt by the toxic dump, two 
died in the hospital. Doctors had to amputate all four limbs of the third child. Police investigations led 
to a nearby cardboard manufacturing factory, which had just started to build mosquito repellent coils. 
However, the factory owners, being rich and powerful had enough influence to make sure that the 
case didn’t get anywhere.

Which development themes can be explored within this story? 

Exercise 3

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

* After you’ve listed your ideas, check Appendix 2 for a list of possible themes. 
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evelopment is an incredibly vast reporting limiting your critique to the doctors, you have failed 
beat. The scope of human development to look at the bigger issue of health administration. Dand consequently, the scope of reporting 

on human development is endless. Each and every The point is, unless you make an effort to get the 
development theme contains hundreds of perspectives of each and every person involved in a 
thousands of stories that are waiting to be told. But, story, you might miss out on crucial information. In 
unlike political beats, development reporting takes the above example, the doctor’s perspective is as 
a bit of extra effort. When reporting on important as that of the patients. 
development themes, it is not enough to simply 
quote from official statements or edit press Thinking of doing a story on hate speech in school 
releases. curricula? You could go to the text book boards and 

experts for a refined version. But, if you limit yourself 
to that, you have missed out on the perspectives of Here, you have to reach out to a different source of 
the most obvious sources of information. Who information — the people.
better to tell you about it than teachers? Who better 
to talk to when you are trying to gauge the impact Have you ever criticized how emergency ward 
than the students? You will need to contact official doctors have handled a crisis situation without 
sources of course, but if you want the whole story, getting their perspective? Perhaps, they are under 
you cannot miss out on the less VIP sources. staffed; perhaps, they do not have the budget or the 

equipment to deal with a large crisis? If so, then by 

17 Cash for work program in Khairpur. Oxfam. Photo by Jane Beesley - http://www.flickr.com/photos/oxfam/5029029417/ 
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There are no ‘unique’ ways to cultivate and interact are working on health you can’t do without having 
with sources for reporting on development themes. sources in hospital administration. Whatever theme 
You just need to keep the basic journalism rules in you are working on, you need to identify and 
mind. cultivate contacts in the local and provincial 

administrative bodies.

Indentifying Sources
nThe PeopleStart with the most easily accessible people. If it is 
Remember, human development is focused on the difficult to reach out to the top level officials, start 
growth, and the individual quality of life. Reporting with the mid level ones. Build trust, make your way 
on development requires networking with these up. NGOs are a very good source of information on 
people. You need to talk to the people whose development themes.  Try to work your way 
development issues you are reporting on. However, through the system, if you are working on health, it 
here you run into a dilemma. Journalists reporting isn’t enough to have sources in the ministry only; 
on social beats often tend to network with a certain you also need to know people in hospital 
kind of crowd. They might rely upon information administration. Here is a list of possible sources you 
from a certain economic class, or a particular ethnic can seek out:
group. Minorities, especially the religious ones, are 
largely ignored. As a reporter, if you choose not to nDevelopment NGOs and CSOs
network with any group of people, you are not just The NGOs working on development can help you in 
denying yourself a whole new set of stories, but you various ways. People working in the development 
are also committing an ethical mistake. You are field usually have the latest researches and 
talking about the people’s interests and they have a statistics. They have first hand information and can 
right to have a voice. Thus, it is extremely important connect you with the people whose stories you are 
that you have a large and diverse group of seeking to tell. Spending time with NGO 
information sources on the ground. representatives, especially in the field will also help 

you develop an understanding of the issue. You will 
nResearchers and Expertsbe able to see your stories playing out in the field 
Academic research might be too complicated for and will thus be able to contextualize them in a 
your readers and viewers but the researchers and better frame. 
experts can help you develop a nuanced 
understanding of the topic. Find out who the nGovernment Officials
leading experts on your theme are. Update yourself Be aware of the hierarchy and politics in the relevant 
with the latest researches on your theme. Talk to government ministry. It is important to have good 
the experts. Even if you think a certain research is terms with the spokesperson or the media liaison. 
not interesting enough to be covered, talk to the But it is also just as important to seek out and 
author, he might give you interesting ideas. He develop working relations with other people within 
might even help you see the research in a new light the government structure who have access to 
that makes it relevant. valuable information and are pro-media. Cultivating 

this kind of relationship takes time, patience and a 
Interacting with Sourceslot of effort. But once you have developed a few well 

placed sources within the government structure, Being able to interact productively with your 
the pay off will be rewarding. information sources is the most important 

journalistic skill. Again, interaction with sources for 
development reporting does not take any unique or nManagement and Administration
special skills, the basics of interaction that you If you are working on education, you need to know 
would apply for any beat reporting applies here. the people in administration in local schools, 
Here are a few tips for better interaction.colleges and universities. You need to make 

contacts in HEC, the educational boards etc. If you 

number of that one person they put you in touch nDeveloping Trust
with for a story? Wouldn’t it be easier if you had a When you start cultivating sources in a new field, 
system of organizing contact details of the people expect a certain level of reluctance. People might 
you’ve worked with on some story or other? wonder about your motives and be unwilling to 

share information. If you are after sensitive 
So how do you organize your contacts?information, the reluctance to share might increase 

threefold. Don’t worry, don’t panic and more 
No, saving each contact’s name and number in your importantly, don’t give up. The hesitation on the 
cell phone is not the answer. You will only clutter part of your sources is perfectly natural. They might 
your contact book and when time comes to contact be wondering about your motives. They might feel 
any one of them, you will be bamboozled by ten threatened. 
Rasheeds without an inkling to which one you 
wanted to talk to.Perhaps, they have had a bad interaction with 

another journalist. Perhaps, they are scared of 
You need to develop a better system to organize being associated with a possibly incriminating piece 
contacts of information sources with key of information. Whatever their reason is for 
information. Perhaps, you can develop an excel withholding information, your job is to put them at 
sheet and add the contact details that you can go ease. Perhaps, it would be helpful to share some of 
back to whenever you need. This way you will not your previous work to show you protect your 
only have a record of people who might help you sources. 
with similar stories, but going through the contacts If you are working on a case study, it might be 
list might also give you ideas for follow-up stories.helpful to initially, contact them through someone 

they already trust, like an NGO case worker. If your 
source is an official who can help you with an nBe Accessible 
investigative story, you need to assure him his It is important to make sure that your contacts and 
identity would be protected. information sources know how to contact you and 

are comfortable enough to do so. Give out your 
Developing a certain trust level with your source business card. Encourage them to contact you with 
needs work. Try to understand the reasons behind story ideas. Show your gratitude when they do call 
your source’s reluctance to share information and you up with ideas and tips even if you are not 
then work out how you can put his fears to rest. impressed. Maybe, they will share a better idea next 

time. If you snub them on a subpar idea or tip, you 
might lose out on a better idea that might come in. nOrganizing Contacts
Remember, your information sources, specially the How many times have you called up a fellow 
local people you meet during your stories are at the reporter, a friend or a source to get the contact 

Any other details 
(Add any observations 
about the contact that 

you’d like to remember)

Sample Contact Sheet

Name Contact 
Details

Location Provided information of 
(Add the title of the story 

so that you can recall)

Information Sources / Contacts on
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heart of development paradigm. They are the ones include questionable information just to oblige your 
whose stories you are seeking and any of these calls source. 
might turn into a great and important story. 

nDon’t Mislead your Source
Aside: But, it is also important to be cautious. In a One of the health reporters in my team would tell 
country like Pakistan where a journalist is being each and every family he shot for case studies that 
killed every month, taking care is extremely they will be sure to get financial help from 
important. Do not leave a trace on yourself if you government or NGOs as soon as the story aired. I 
have a feeling that it might put you in danger. have responded to countless phone calls from those 

hopefuls who had opened their doors for the 
camera teams with hopes of financial help. My 
reporter’s attitude wasn’t just unethical; it also 
means that if he needs to do a follow-up story, he is 

When you are in the field, you have to remember 
likely to be met with hostility.

that whoever you are talking to has a reason for 
talking to you. It might simply be a need to be heard. 

Don’t lie or mislead your sources for any reason. Do 
Maybe, the residents of a neighbourhood are 

not trick them into giving you information. Do not 
talking to you because they are angry about the lack 

tell them that the news piece will only reflect their 
of a government college in the vicinity. Maybe, the 

own views and not their rival’s. More importantly, 
government official who shares details of an 

unless you are working undercover on an 
upcoming project simply wants to create 

investigative bombshell, it is usually very unethical 
awareness. The NGO rep who tells you about the 

to pretend to be anything but a reporter. Your 
great accomplishments they have achieved in 

source of information has the right to share or 
improving hygiene conditions of a slum might 

withhold information [unless the source is a public 
simply want recognition. 

servant bound by law to share]. Reporters who go 
undercover sometimes get great stories, but such 

But, it is also possible that your source is a political 
tactics have a high risk index and can backfire. 

worker trying to undermine a rival party or the well 
placed source in the ministry is getting back for 

If you are going under cover, make sure that your 
transfer he doesn’t approve off. Whatever the 

editors and managers have approved.
reason is, you need to determine your source’s 
credibility.  Ask yourself whether your source is 

nDon’t Believe Every Piece of Informationhoping for a personal gain? Does he have a grudge 
Even if you do trust your source try to verify the against the other party? Do you trust the 
information independently. Remember that your information they are giving you? Or does something 
source doesn’t necessarily have to represent a clear, feel off.
unbiased view. Someone who has lost their wife in 
childbirth is not likely to acknowledge that There are other ethical considerations when dealing 
underage marriage and lack of family planning with sources.
might have been a factor in his wife’s death. From 
him perspective, that fault would lie with the lack of nDo Not Get Too Involved
health facilities. Simply put, all your sources exist in 

Remember, as a journalist, your job is to be an 
different realities, even if they are telling you the 

unbiased, impartial informer. When you get too 
truth, it might not reflect the whole reality.

involved with your sources, you take the risk of 
developing bias. It is important to maintain a good 

You also need to be aware of any strong biases that 
relationship with the source, but it is equally 

your sources have. For example, if you ask someone 
important to ensure that your story doesn’t read 

who has been a part of a religious party all his life 
like a PR piece for your source. Do not be tempted to 

Ethical Considerations when 
Interacting with Sources 

Go back to the chemical burns story that was discussed in Exercise 3.  A quick recap; three children 
suffered chemical burns after stepping into dump of toxic industrial waste. The children were residing 
inside Karachi’s main industrial area SITE. The chemical waste had been dumped in an empty plot that 
the local children used as a makeshift play ground. Among the three children who had been severely 
burnt by the toxic dump, two died in the hospital. Doctors had to amputate all four limbs of the third 
child. Police investigations led to a nearby manufacturing factory. However, the factory owners, being 
rich and powerful had enough influence to make sure that the case didn’t get anywhere. Which 
sources of information, do you think should be contacted to get information on all possible angles of 
this story? 

Sources

Exercise 4

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

After you have listed all the sources you can think of, check appendix 3 for a list of possible sources. 

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

about the increase in harassment cases against 
women in workplace, he is likely to blame the victim 
for enticing their harassers or other inappropriate 
behaviour. He is sharing his version of the truth with 
you, but his version is heavily tainted with his 
personal bias against working women. Unless you 
have taken this bias into consideration, you will not 
be able to sift through all the pieces of information 
you have gathered. 
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developing bias. It is important to maintain a good 

You also need to be aware of any strong biases that 
relationship with the source, but it is equally 

your sources have. For example, if you ask someone 
important to ensure that your story doesn’t read 

who has been a part of a religious party all his life 
like a PR piece for your source. Do not be tempted to 

Ethical Considerations when 
Interacting with Sources 

Go back to the chemical burns story that was discussed in Exercise 3.  A quick recap; three children 
suffered chemical burns after stepping into dump of toxic industrial waste. The children were residing 
inside Karachi’s main industrial area SITE. The chemical waste had been dumped in an empty plot that 
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burnt by the toxic dump, two died in the hospital. Doctors had to amputate all four limbs of the third 
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rich and powerful had enough influence to make sure that the case didn’t get anywhere. Which 
sources of information, do you think should be contacted to get information on all possible angles of 
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Sources

Exercise 4

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

After you have listed all the sources you can think of, check appendix 3 for a list of possible sources. 

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

about the increase in harassment cases against 
women in workplace, he is likely to blame the victim 
for enticing their harassers or other inappropriate 
behaviour. He is sharing his version of the truth with 
you, but his version is heavily tainted with his 
personal bias against working women. Unless you 
have taken this bias into consideration, you will not 
be able to sift through all the pieces of information 
you have gathered. 
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Try to remember a story about health that actually you about the problems with healthcare system 
left an impact on you. Chances are the stories that than someone who has suffered from the lack of it? 
you find memorable had one or more personal 
accounts of people. Real life accounts make news Interviewing people is a tricky skill. Specially, when 
stories more interesting, more real. When you put a you are trying to interview someone on camera, the 
common man on air, you are giving voice to people get their guards up, they can get intimidated 
hundreds of your viewers who are in similar or you might feel nervous about asking personal 
situations. It is in human nature to be interested in questions at a public forum. At times, the vocal 
things that they can relate to. Your viewers and woman who shared great information with you off 
readers are the same. They want to see stories that camera will freeze on camera and start answering 
sound like their own. And thus, to produce a good you in mono syllables. At times, people will ramble 
report you need to find people who can share off in such long winded sentences that you will find 
interesting, gripping stories with you and your it difficult to place a SOT that you can actually use. 
audience. 

Simply put, when you go out to interview people for 
The importance of personal accounts increases your story, a dozen things could affect the final 
manifold when it comes to development reporting. interview. So, what can you do to ensure your 
Without adding these accounts, your story might interview goes well? As with every other 
remain superficial and lifeless. Who better to talk to component of journalism, there are no set rules that 

18 Pakistan flood devastated children. Million Dollar Mission via Flickr. Last accessed 16th November 2012. 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/mdmission/5096622577/ 
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can be applied to each and every situation. But directly with the harder questions the interviewee 
there are some basic guidelines that can help. might get uncomfortable, stop the interview or 

become withdrawn. 

Be Prepared 
Don’t Jump the GunBefore you go to interview your subject on camera, 

prepare for the interview. Go through the Never assume you know exactly how the 
information you already have. Think about what you interviewee would respond to any question. If you 
need to know from the interviewee. Draft a list of interrupt your interviewee’s response, you might 
basic questions.  If you have talked to the miss something interesting. Maybe, he would have 
interviewee off camera before (and that is a good shared a new piece of information. Perhaps, he 
idea) recall the information they had shared with would have said the same thing, but in a more 
you. This way you will know what to expect and will interesting, charming manner. Keep an open mind. 
also be aware of any inconsistencies in the Leave your assumptions and pre-conceived notions 
information. at the door. Be prepared to learn something new. 

Unless you do that, you will inadvertently, shape 
your questions to simply verify your own Make the Interviewee Comfortable
assumptions, instead of being alert for new pieces The best way to make your interviewee comfortable 
of information.is to talk to them before you switch on the camera. 

Remember that most people are not media savvy. 
Take Notes Interviewing politicians, leaders or any other public 

figures is easier as they are used to the media and Even if the whole conversation is being recorded, 
have learnt to give interviews as per requirement. keep your notepad handy. It is important to jot 
But when you are talking to someone who hasn’t down anything that is important or interesting. You 
ever talked to the media before, you will need to put can also take notes for new questions that arise out 
your subject at ease, so that they can share of the interviewee’s responses. Noting interesting 
information with you without inhibitions.  quotes will also help you recall and search for them 

later. 
When you meet the interviewee, tell them about 
the story you are doing. Discuss the questions you It is also important to think about the consequences 
aim to ask, if they are unwilling to answer any of of your interview. An AIDS patient might willingly 
those questions on camera find alternatives. Assure come on camera, but is he aware of the social 
them that any information that they have shared off consequences of doing so? Whenever you talk to 
record would not be included in your story. people about sensitive issues, including diseases 
It is better if you meet the interviewee in their that have a stigma attached and matters related to 
comfort zones. People would be more comfortable religion or sect, think whether the story can have 
talking to you in their house or maybe their place of any negative or dangerous consequences on your 
work. Asking them to come to a new place might interviewees. Make sure that your interviewee is 
make them uncomfortable and thus restrictive aware of the impact the interview can possibly 
about the information they have. have. 

In the end, it is also important to remember that no-Don’t Start with Tough Questions 
one is obligated to talk to you. If someone doesn’t After you switch on your camera or recorder, do not 
want to be on camera, if they don’t want to share jump right into the heavy stuff. Start with small talk, 
information it is their right to say no and your duty and then ask the easier questions. Ease the 
to respect their wish. interviewee slowly into any questions that might be 

difficult for them to answer. This way, when you get 
to the hard hitting part, the interviewee would 
already be used to you and the camera. If you start 
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So, you have developed a niche, researched your Adding Visual Value in Print Stories
theme, identified stories, gathered a few facts and Images have a powerful impact. Always make sure 
interviewed your cases. When you are writing for a that any images that you use with your story are 
newspaper, you usually have a tight word limit. So, directly relevant to the story and have a message to 
how can you add value to your story? convey. Sometimes, the photograph will be the 

most memorable part of your story so never take it 
The words that you use are, of course, the most lightly, or leave it only to the judgment of your team 
important component of your story. But there is no members. 
reason why you should restrict your creativity to 
words only. If you are working for broadcast media, However, when using photographs make sure that;
you will obviously be on the lookout for the best nThe photograph is captioned properly. Include 
visuals to go with your story. But even if you are the names of any high profile people, clarify the 
working for print, plan the photographs you can use. date and place. 
Do not leave all decisions about images to your nIf you are using a photograph from an external 
photographer or editor. source, make sure it is duly credited and that 

you have the rights to reproduce it. 
On radio, you can add natural sound for increased nIf you are using graphs or tables, give due credit 
production value and impact. to the source. Caption and title it adequately so 

that your reader can understand it at a glance. 

19 Sakina Pakistan – Rosaleen Cunningham Help Age International via Flickr. Last access 16th November 2012 - 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/agehelps/5403975873/ 
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nNever edit or manipulate any pictures you are audience away from the story, nor should it 
using with your journalistic pieces. Editing disturb the flow. 
pictures is against all journalistic ethics.

nDon’t use unpleasant, jarring sounds that can 
make your audience uncomfortable. Adding Aural Value in Radio Stories

If you are working for radio or TV natural sound can 
nWhen you are using quotes from people, make add tremendous value to your content and increase 

sure that the bits you choose are clear and easy production quality. Thinking about adding aural 
to understand. value is especially important for radio journalists. 

Natural sound adds life to your story; it makes it 
Statistics more real for your audience. But, you have to make 

sure that you don’t go overboard with the Nat Use surveys, polls, graphs and data to add credibility 
Sound. When using Nat Sound, keep in mind that: and colour to your story. However, make sure that 
nThere is an obvious relevance of the natural these statistics are credible. Check the research 

sound to the story. For example, the sound of methodologies to make sure you don’t include any 
children feet pattering on the ground is relevant data that has a flawed methodology. For example, if 
for a story on education. But has no obvious a research survey claims that 80% people have said 
relation to a story on gender issues. that their purchasing power has gone up in the last 

one year. You can’t quote that unless you check 
nThe Nat Sound shouldn’t be distracting. where the survey was conducted, how many 

Remember ‘natural sound’ should sound respondents took part in it and whether it is 
natural. It shouldn’t take the attention of your reflective of a diverse group of people. 

Things to Remember

nCheck Source: You need to make sure that the institute, organization or person behind the 
research is credible. If the institute has known affiliations or biases, you should interpret the data 
keeping those affiliations in mind.  

nEvaluate Methodology: Learn to evaluate research methodologies, especially about 
representative samples. Before using and quoting any statistics make sure to check and mention 
how representative the research sample really was. 

nVisualize Data: Whether you are writing for print or TV, try to include visualizations in your story 
whenever possible. Visual representation of data makes it easier to understand. Numbers by 
themselves might not make much of a sense to your viewers and audience, seeing them visualized 
will help them put the numbers in perspective.

nOffer Comparisons: Try to compare statistics with figures that can help your audience understand 
them. For example, you can say that x million children in Pakistan are out of school. But if you work 
out what percentage of the total number of children in Pakistan is x, your audience might be better 
able to understand the gravity of the situation. Another way to offer comparisons in Pakistan’s 
context is offering a comparison with India, Bangladesh or Nepal.

nDon’t overkill – Statistics are very important. But, don’t choke your story with an overload of 
statistics. Figures make for difficult reading. They are even more difficult to hear and understand 
on TV. So, limit yourself and use only the statistics that really add value to your story.
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Development issues make really compelling stories news package production for journalists, who want 
for television. From an audio visual lens, these to report in depth on development issues. 
issues contain a wealth of material. Any story that 
has multiple real life characters, with stories to Subject
share is bound to be interesting if treated and Choose your subject carefully. Your package’s worth 
visualized correctly. People from diverse would be decided almost completely by the subject 
backgrounds add a lot of colour and depth to your you are working on. So, it is vital to give proper 
story. thought to the subject you want to work on. A news 

piece about polio teams visiting a certain locality 
More often than not, most of your news pieces on can be covered in a small news item, stretching it to 
TV are confined to really short 20-30 second news make a package might not be such a good idea. 
p ieces .  But  when you  have  important  However, you can use that small news piece to 
developments stories, especially those that feature anchor a more detailed piece on polio campaign. 
case studies, detailed statistics, researches and data The original news will add currency to your news 
you can make 1:30-2:00 minute long packages for and lead way for a package that is both worthy and 
increased impact and airtime. interesting.  

Producing good and effective news packages takes a Keep in mind that the idea that you are working on 
lot of work and practice.  Below are the basics of has more potential than a simple news story. 

20 Jehangir shows a big Bottle Gourd or Kaddu that is kept for seeds. Visual new associates, World Bank via Flockr – Last access on 16 November 
2012 - http://www.flickr.com/photos/worldbank/8030901522/ 
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Potential package worthy stories would mostly Story 
feature: Once the concept/idea has been finalized, the 

process of research begins. For packages based on 
nAn issue that is too lengthy or complicated to development issues research is even more 

be completed in a short story — A package important. To make your package substantial you 
might be an extension of a simple news story, it need to find a couple of case studies highlighting the 
might include the background or the future issue, you need to find researches, and statistics etc 
implications of certain news. It might take a look that help you put the story in perspective. 
at how a certain development will affect 
people. There are two ways of dealing with a development 

story:
nA number of subjects (people) involved — At 

times a news story fails to present both sides of nMarco to Micro: Start with the larger picture 
the picture. For such stories, the package gives and zone in to a particular case. They would 
the time and space to include the points of view help humanize the development theme.
of multiple concerned parties.

nMicro to Macro: Start with a single case study 
A greater number of news packages are simply and move on the larger picture. This tells your 
borne out of the necessity to address certain news viewer that you aren’t talking about an isolated 
items in detail. An important news conference incident.
where the speaker has made multiple statements of 
importance would end up as a package rather than Researching the News Package 
an OCVO. 

The Complete StoryYour task, as a development reporter is to find ideas 
Not just the most current happening or the main that do not automatically, present themselves as 
’news’, but also the background, the history and the mandatory packages. Progresses in the economic or 
future implications. For example, your basic story development sector that would have an impact on 
might be the approval of a certain development the public, social issues and problems being faced, 
project in the city that is going to result in the cutting environmental issues, developments that would 
down of various trees. Your background research affect environment, a new legislation that can put 
would include the number of similar projects basic rights individuals, who stand out in one way or 
carried out in the past and the incentives behind the other, rising social/cultural trends that effect basic 
approval of this package. The future implication rights — for example, vigilantism, torturing women 
part would mean finding out exactly how far for unethical practices etc. all make good packages.
reaching the consequences of this environmental 
destruction would be. You also need to know the Uniqueness
perspectives of various stakeholders. Gathering 

It is extremely important to deal with a subject of 
statistical data supporting your research gives 

human interest in such a unique way that it catches 
credibility to your story and strengthens it. 

eyes. If you are covering an important story, chances 
are a lot of other reporters are covering it as well. 

The VisualsMake sure that your approach is interesting, original 
 It is vital to know the best places to shoot your story. and unique. This original look into everyday 
You have to find locations and situations that happenings will end up giving a fresh perspective 
visually verify and enhance the point you would be and also help you bring out your own personality in 
making in your story. Without good supporting your work.
footage, a very well researched piece would fall flat 

because the statements would not be supported by nThe concluding or bridge PTC has to be shot at a 
the visual element. location that has an obvious relevance to the 

subject at hand. Bridge PTCs are rarer than 
concluding ones, and are usually used to The SOTs
smooth a transition or twist within the story. In Usually, this part needs not to be researched 
longer packages and special assignments, the separately as the individuals/institutions involved in 
bridge PTC also provides a relief from the the story give the basic SOTs. However, at times, we 
monotony of the narration and pulls the need SOTs of people who are not directly related to 
audience into the story.  The PTC should try to the story being covered. For example, a neutral 
depict everything that the package stood for. expert to comment on a situation or someone, who 
The location, the camera angle and the has previously faced the same thing that is being 
placement of the reporter all contribute worked on. 
towards the quality of the PTCs. 

The frames you choose to record your SOTS are very 
Building Your Packageimportant. The frame should have the maximum 

amount of depth possible. There should be at least Television is an audio visual medium and the spoken 
one element of reference in the frame that language differs from the written one. The most 
somehow connects to the subject that is being common mistake is writing a script that reads like a 
talked about. Usually, it is not a good idea to let book or a newspaper. Basic things to keep in mind 
someone talk from behind an office table as it adds a while writing the script are:
lot of negative space and makes the subject look 
slightly unapproachable. nLanguage — The language should be simple, 

decent and easily understandable. We are 
catering to the masses and should be using Shooting Locations and Situations
terminologies that would be easily understood Shooting locations and situations cannot really be 
by them. Literary and intellectual language summarized into a number of pre-defined shots. 
might be okay for print as those reading it are There are just a few basic things that should be kept 
educated, but on TV we are catering to a huge in view when a location or an on- location scene is 
audience which has a limited understanding of being shot.
most issues. So, the language used should be 
free of clutter, jargon and terms that would be nGet loads of wide angle shots that would later 
understood only by a certain class or group.serve as establishing shots of the package.

nStyle — The Style usually depends on the kind nFilm the location from all possible angles.
of story being covered. However, a good script 
usually reads like a story and flows from one nCatch the action — The best way to humanize 
point to another without awkward transitions any action taking place on a particular scene is 
or gaps. Conversational, storytelling style to catch the characters involved in the action. 
scripts have more of a chance of capturing an For example, if you are filming a protest it is 
audience. essential to get close shots of the protestors, 

their chants and slogans, their expressions, the 
nDuration — The duration of a good package is passion, grief, determination. Likewise, while 

ideally ninety seconds. The longer your script, filming children at play getting various long 
the greater the risk of it being a drag. Shorter shots of the playground wouldn’t tell the story. 
duration makes for a fast flowing story that does It is very important to get close to the action 
not stretch long enough to bore the audience. they are up to, their feet clattering up the stairs, 
However, in special cases, 2 – 2:30 minute their hand busily molding sand etc.
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packages would also do. Ideally, the special nThe delivery should be strong and convincing. A 
assignments should last between 3-4 minutes. weakly delivered script would again make the 
Your VOs should ideally, be around 20-25 viewer wonder about the credibility of the 
seconds and the SOTs should ideally be report. The voice over has to be delivered with a 
maximum 15 seconds. conviction that is strong enough to make the 

viewer believe in your story.
nPace — The pace should be fast. Shorter 

sentences make for faster stories. Also be nThe PTC being the last part of your report is 
careful not to repeat the same lines/facts in going to leave the last impression. While 
consecutive VO and SOTs. The SOT instead of recording the PTC, you have to keep in mind the 
being a repetition of what has already been said tone you would adopt in your script. The PTC 
in the VO should be a progression of the same has to be delivered in a concluding tone. Most 
thing. reporters make the mistake of giving a high 

pitched PTC that sounds more like the ending of 
a speech instead of a news report. Given the Script and Visuals
fact that there usually is a difference in the It is advisable to take a look at the available footage 
audio quality recorded on location and in office, and visuals before writing the script. A good 
maximum effort should be made to deliver the package exploits the visuals to complement the 
PTC in a tone that matches the tone in which the words and vice versa. Things to keep in mind are:
rest of the script will be read.

nA picture is worth a thousand words — take 
advantage of this fact and instead of repeating 
something that is already apparent by the 
visuals, use words that would add something to 
the picture. 

nDo not contradict the visuals.

nPeople make the best subject matter. If you are 
doing a human angle story you might have shots 
of people that show their expressions, feelings 
to the extreme. A good script would weave the 
story around those shots.

Giving Voice Over
The voice over has the potential of making or 
breaking the impact of your script. The few basic 
elements that are necessary for a good VO are:
nThe pronunciation should be completely 

accurate. Wrong pronunciations do not only 
give a bad overall impression, but they also 
damage the credibility of the report. At times, 
we have to use English words in Urdu scripts, 
make sure that the English words are 
pronounced they way they should be 
pronounced instead of being spoken with a 
regional accent.
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CHAPTER VIIIStaying Humane

Ethics of Development 
Stories

The Pakistani news media, especially the TV reporting about children? Do you have permission 
channels have often been blamed for exploiting the from their guardians to use their picture? Are you 
pain and suffering of others for their own asking them any questions that might confuse them 
commercial gains. The concept of human or induce any feelings of guilt or fear?
development is intertwined with individual stories. 
And such stories can be extremely tricky and Once you start reporting actively on development 
challenging to cover in an ethical and humane themes, you will have to ask yourself a thousand 
manner. You have to be careful about the words you questions like that.
use, the images you use, the information you reveal 
and the information you conceal. Let us take the example of the minor girl who has 

suffered sexual abuse in a district of Punjab. The 
Stories about people have the potential to put them media did not only reveal the name of the little girl, 
at risk. So, reporting on development themes they showed live coverage of the CM’s visit to the 
requires reporters to develop sensitivity towards all girl’s house. Revealing the identity of an underage 
kinds of ethical issues. Are you going to reveal the victim of sexual abuse is unethical in any society, but 
identity of the people you are reporting about? Can especially in a society like Pakistan’s where victims 
it have an adverse effect on them? Are your subjects of sexual crimes face all kinds of stereotyping and 
going through a traumatic time? Can your taboos. The unethical coverage was not limited to 
questioning induce any further pain? Are you revealing the identity, the girls’ house address and 

21 Children of a lesser God. Saad Sarfaraz Sheikh via Flickr. Last accessed 16 November 2012 - 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/saadsarfraz/3925271172/ 
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Reveal the identity of child victims or their caregivers 
and/or families, particularly victims of sexual or 
emotional abuse; and do not identify the exact 
locations of children’s homes, schools or local 
communities. 

DO NOT DO

O Focus on causes and solutions when reporting on 
abuse, violence and exploitation against children. 
Make your report information rich but consult with 
your editor about editing information carefully to 
ensure the privacy, dignity and security of children 
— and their family — is maintained.

Focus on causes and solutions when reporting on 
abuse, violence and exploitation against children. 
Make your report information rich but consult with 
your editor about editing information carefully to 
ensure the privacy, dignity and security of children 
— and their family — is maintained.

O Minimize harm and risk to children by carefully 
considering the consequences of publication/ 
broadcast of any material about them. 

Publish information or images (i.e. their identity 
and/or injuries) that could shame or harm children, 
including by drawing unwanted publicity and 
attention to them. Do not use any sexualized images 
of children.

O Minimize harm and risk to children by carefully 
considering the consequences of publication/ 
broadcast of any material about them. 

Prepare sensational coverage of children’s issues 
that may distort, exploit or trivialize a serious 
problem that causes harm to children.

O Verify the credentials of any organization that claims 
to speak for or represent the interests of children.

Use stereotypes, clichés and sensational 
presentation when reporting on children.

O Focus on accuracy when reporting on issues 
involving children to minimize harm and risk to 
them. 

Take advantage of children for stories and 
information. Make a conscious effort at all times to 
protect them from possible harm and exposure 
resulting from your reporting.

O Use fair, open and straightforward methods for 
obtaining pictures and opinions. Where possible, 
obtain them with the knowledge and consent of 
children and a responsible adult, guardian or 
caregiver.

Ensure independent verification of information 
provided by children through multiple sources and 
take special care to ensure that verification takes 
place without putting child informants at risk.

If you interview a child who is at direct risk of harm 
give them information about available support as 
part of your interaction. 

Interview children at the site of a disaster or stressful 
incident, especially if they are/were emotionally 
distressed by the experience. 

O If you need to interview children, always do it in the 
presence of a guardian. If you have to interview 
them during an emergency or stressful event, move 
to a quiet, safe place and talk to them only when they 
are comfortable. Be willing to wait (or cancel the 
interview) if they can’t talk right away. It is also 
important to be cautious and respectful when 
covering the anniversaries of these events.
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the way to her house were shown on national Reporting about Women
media, which might have put her life in danger.  As a nWomen are 51% of the Pakistani population. 
reporter, you should never write anything that can They deserve to be heard especially since ours is 
bring harm to your the subjects of your story. a heavily patriarchal society. Make sure you 

include women’s perspectives in your stories.
nKeep cultural sensitivities in mind. 
nStay gender sensitive in your writing and shoot. 

Do not objectify women by your words or your 
visuals

nAvoid stereotyping. Using words that designate 
women as weak and vulnerable is not good 
practice.

Reporting about Children
Almost all the key human development indicators 
have an impact on and are related to children. 
Reporting about children is extremely important 
and extremely challenging. Here is a consensus 
code of conduct developed with the help of CSOs 

22
and Pakistani journalists.  

Script
nWhen writing the script remember the basic 

journalism principles
• Be accurate
• Use factual information
• No not add analysis
• Be fair and truthful

nJournalistic writing has no space for 
sensationalism. Be professional when writing 
scripts.

nDo not exploit other’s sufferings. Always keep 
the human dignity in mind. 

Reporting Ethics

nRemember, every person has the right to 
say no. If someone doesn’t want to talk to 
you, you have no right to force them to talk.

nIf someone is facing trauma, be sensitive 
towards their feelings. Do not ask 
questions that can cause pain.

nDo not put words in your subject’s mouth; 
do not try to influence their perspectives. 
Your job is merely to report.

nDo not probe personal details that are not 
relevant to your story. If you need personal 
details for the story, make sure the subject 
of your story is comfortable with the idea of 
sharing them.

nAlways let people know about any 
dangerous or harmful consequences that 
might follow the publication of a story.

22 This Code represents the consensus of senior journalists and editors in Pakistan on good practices for reporting on children in a way that 
protects children’s safety while also promoting their rights in all media coverage.  For reporting purposes, international standards require that 
everyone under the age of 18 should be considered a child and allowed the sensitivity, courtesy and protection that children need. 
 The development of this code was facilitated by Intermedia Pakistan with support from UNICEF.
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With the increasing number of digital tools and For example, if you a journalist working in 
social media the dynamics of journalism are Balochistan, you can follow active twitterati from all 
changing. The Internet can help you in finding over the province. This way, even if you aren’t aware 
stories, sources, information and related material. of a certain development in the area, your fellows 
Learning to use the digital tools effectively can also on twitter can alert you about it. 
help you disseminate your work and thus increase 
your readership and audience. It also allows you to Using social media effectively is an acquired skill. 
get feedback from the people who are reading or Like any skill, the most important thing is to start 
watching your material, which in turn, can help you getting active online. The more you use social media 
improve. for news gathering and dissemination, the better 

you will get at it.
However, using the social media effectively does not 
mean simply creating a Facebook and Twitter Here are a few tips to get you started. 
accounts or Googling for related stories. The most 
important part of your strategy online is Platforms
networking. Targeted networking on social media 
sites can help you connect with important political Facebook for Journalists
sources. It can help you connect with senior 

Even if you are mildly tech savvy, you must already 
journalists whose inputs on your work would be 

have a Facebook account. Facebook is the most 
valuable. It can be a source of valuable story ideas. 

widely used social media network in Pakistan. But 

23 Saad Sarfaraz Sheikh via flicker. Last accessed on 16 November 2012 - http://www.flickr.com/photos/saadsarfraz/4256101402/in/photostream 
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can also connect with senior journalists whose whether they are credible or not and to write a story 
guidance and feedback will help you improve your solely on the basis of the information one of your 
own journalistic skills. Twitter followers shared or someone blogged about 

would be a folly. Treat all these nuggets of online 
That said, always remember any information you information like clues; if someone tweets about a 
come across online is NOT immediately credible. ghost school running near Daska, talk to more 
The people who are sharing this information are not people around the area, find if that story is true. Talk 
journalists, they are not unbiased, you don’t know to the person, who originally shared the 

information, ask for details, see if something 
doesn’t sound right. Do your own research, so that 
when you do report, the story is credible and 
doesn’t backfire on you. 

Data Visualization 
Apart from social media, various data visualization 
tools can also help you add value to any data you 
might have gathered.  For example, if you are doing 
a series of stories on cases of domestic violence in 
your region, you can start putting these cases on a 
map. Perhaps, you can end your series with a 
widespread story with an image of the mapped data 
featuring as a centre piece. 
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having a Facebook account doesn’t mean you are Newsgathering on Social Media 
also using it properly. Most international news Remember the news coverage of the Arab Spring? 
organizations have formal Facebook and Twitter News giants like CNN and BBC were mostly 
strategies. dependent of Twitter and local blogs for 

information of that revolution. Social media has 
To find how journalists can use Facebook effectively, emerged as an important source of information in 
visit Facebook’s own guidelines for journalists at global media. 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/61073681/Facebook-
Journalism-101 In Pakistan, it practically is not possible to use social 

media as an information source that widely. For 
Twitter for Journalists one, the Internet penetration in the country is 
Even though Facebook attracts most of the social barely around 12% and so far, you are most likely to 
media traffic in Pakistan, Twitter has emerged as the run into a certain category of people online; middle 
most happening place for debate and discussion for to upper class educated group. 
senior journalists and politicians. Twitter can be a 
very good source of information and can also help But, just because the group you interact with online 
you make important connections.  is not as diverse as you’d like, it doesn’t mean they 

cannot provide valuable information to you. If you 
One of the easiest ways to find the right connections are a journalist based in Quetta, someone online 
on Twitter is using the Twitter’s List feature. The lists from Khuzdar could alert you about an interesting 
allow anyone to group together people who are development in nearby rural areas. If you are 
tweeting on a similar theme. The Express Tribune working in Karachi, you might chance upon a tweet 
has a list of its bloggers. There are lists for Pakistani about a traffic jam on the way to JMPC, giving you 
journalists, for people tweeting on FATA or inspiration about a story regarding the need of 
Balochistan. If you search through the right lists you ensuring smooth movement for ambulances. Apart 
will find the right people to follow. Another effective from such sources, you can also connect with 
way to recognize your target audience is to see who political leaders, representatives of the local or 
the senior journalists are following. provincial government who are active online. You 

People you should connect with on 
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn 

1. Decision makers from your community
2. Organizations working on the 

development theme of your interest 
3. Bloggers / Social Media Activists with large 

followings, especially those who have an 
interest in news and current affairs

4. Local journalists
5. Senior journalists and opinion makers 

Data Visualization can add impact to your story: Map of Journalist Casualties in Pakistan
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@ImranKhanPTI
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Here is an example of data mapped through goal online is to create a debate. A debate around 
Google’s fusion Table, a free public domain the story and theme you are working on. Unlike 
application that is user friendly and doesn’t take newspapers or TV channels, journalists online are 
long to learn. usually expected to have an opinion (though it is 

common practice to clarify in your bio that the views 
represented are your own not your organizations’.) Online News dissemination

If you are a journalist, you are definitely seeking an 
Building an audience for your material online will audience. People who step into the journalistic field 
help you get more readers, will create more hype usually have an insatiable desire to communicate 
around your story and thus, increase the impact and to be heard. The social media gives you an 
your reporting has. If you share your story with local opportunity to increase the number of readers and 
or relevant politicians, the chances of a political viewers manifold; and that too, without any 
follow up also increase. However, there are expense and only minimal effort. 
thousands of people vying for the attention of the 
VIPs online. To be sure that your voice is heard by But, to ensure that your news material is reaching 
the right people, you need to become ‘someone’ on the people you are targeting, you need to develop a 
the social media scene. smart social media strategy. Here are a few basic 

tips that can help increase your online network and 
Building audience online requires a slightly different your readership.
set of skills than writing a journalistic news piece. 
Online, you have to remember the 4 Es.

Good Stories for Social Media 
Not every story you have to share will be ‘catchy’ 
enough for social media websites. But, more than 
the content of your story, it is your treatment of the 
story that makes it a good or bad social media story. 
Your story is currently written to cater to either 
newspaper or TV. When sharing it on social media 
you need to pair it with something extra. You have to 
ensure that the text that you use to define the link to 
your story is written is catered for the medium. 
Multimedia stories i.e. stories including pictures, 
video and audio will always get more audience. 
Maybe, you can share some of the pictures that you 
couldn’t include in the story. Maybe, you have a 
little nugget of a sound byte that you had to omit 
from your package. All these little elements can be 
used as teasers or addendums to your story. 

Remember that social media platforms are full of 
potential sources. One of the stories you share Educate — As a development reporter, you have 
might make one of them approach you with new access to interesting data and insights. You also 
and interesting information that allows you to enjoy a certain position of respect and credibility.  
conceive and write a follow up. Use it all to your advantage. Use the social media to 

let your audience and your readers know about the 
Building an Audience for Your Material  stories you have worked on. Tell them the additional 

facts that you have edited out. Create awareness Now that you have the requisite accounts, you need 
about your subject. Establish your expertise by to make sure that the content you share online is 
sharing interesting case studies, new facts and catered to attract your audience. Remember, your 

figures, and answering any questions your followers Engage — The social media is called ‘social’ for a 
might have. reason — it is a platform built to socialize, to engage. 

Without engagement, you have a one way 
Entertain — You might think that mentioning communication line that is not going to do you any 
‘entertainment’ in the context of development is good. To effectively use social media tools, you need 
crass and insensitive. However, fact is, having a to engage with your audience and build 
sense of humor would usually make your work more communication networks. Engaging could simply 
effective. Please understand that entertaining does mean visiting other people’s profiles, leaving 
not mean making a joke of human suffering. It comments, joining online conversations. But to 
simply means that your messages have to be engage effectively, make good use of the endless 
written in an interesting manner. Use wit and tools now available to you.
sarcasm to make your stories interesting.  People go 
online mainly for two reasons; information and Enrich — Make sure that you are offering your 
entertainment. As a journalist with a specialized audience something extra by way of information or 
development beat, you obviously have loads of perspective. If you are working on health issues in 
information that you can use to educate people Lasbela, you might be able to share small case 
about the themes you are working on. But, if you studies of people you are working with. If you are an 
want to create waves on the social media scene, you environmentalist in Gwadar, you might be able to 
need to convey the message in a manner that holds share pictures of the areas. Whatever you share 
interest. Sharing grim details all the time without online, make sure that it adds something to your 
respite might make you an exhaustive person to reader’s knowledge, something that they cannot 
follow. Remember what people are looking for find elsewhere on the web.
online and use charming, uplifting anecdotes and 
wit to make your messages both educating and 
entertaining. 
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24 A worker plucking green chillies from vegetable fields. Visual new associates, World Bank via Flockr – Last access on 16 November 2012 - 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/worldbank/8119451591/in/set-72157603951235569 
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Possible Story Angles on Child Labour Issues

Basic Rights
nWhich rights are being denied to the children? Can you do a story comparing the rights given to these 

children by the constitution and how many are actually given to them?
nDo they have access to education? Are there any charity schools that offer classes on flexile times? Is 

there a need for a government initiative to offer basic education to these children? Do they want to 
study? Have they tried looking for study options? Have they been approached by NGOs working for 
them? 

nHow many NGOs in the area are working on education? How many have projects that focus specifically 
on child labour? 

nIs anybody working on health issues of child labourers? 

Child Safety
nAre the children facing physical abuse?
nAre the children facing sexual abuse?
nAre they exposed to dangerous elements like drugs? 
nAre these children exposed to harsh weather? Is their health suffering? Is any organization working on 

health issues of children working on streets? Is there a need for such effort?
nAre they exposed to road accidents?
nHow vulnerable are they to abduction and kidnapping? Have there been cases of children on the street 

disappearing? 
nWhat other crimes are children exposed to? Are they being forced to beg or steal?

Law and Administration
nWhat issues arise when authorities responsible for implementing child labour laws try to stop children 

from working? Do they even try to implement the laws? What do the child labourers think, what do their 
employers think, what does their family think?

nEven if the children are working, are they getting minimum wages? Is there a mechanism in place to 
oversee how these children are treated by the employers? How does a lack of such a mechanism affect 
the children?

nAre there any local NGOs and CSOs working for legal aid of these child labourers? 
nThe children, especially the ones who sell merchandise on street are accused of stealing and pick 

pocketing. Have any children been beaten up for pick pocketing? Is anyone working for legal aid of 
juvenile offenders who come from the streets? Is there a need for such an effort?

Other Ideas
n Are most children runaways or are their families making them work? Can the family sustain itself 

financially if the child stops working?
nIs there a link with lack of family planning? How many siblings does the child labourer have? Can the 

breadwinner of the family support that many kids? Would the child have a better chance at life if the 
family was supporting a smaller number of children?

nAre there any inspirational stories? Has a child gained academic success while working under these 
conditions?  Has someone broken out of the cycle and changed his life?
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Possible Development Angles on Industrial Burns Story

1. Why are the families residing in the industrial area, when by law it is illegal to build any residential 
facility so near the industries? Which authority oversees SITE and why have they allowed residential 
facilities in the area? Would the families living in SITE be able to afford alternate living quarters if the 
government orders an evacuation as directed by law?

2. Did the children’s families have enough financial resources to afford good quality medical facilities? 
Could lives be saved if better treatment was provided? Does the surviving child have access to good 
medical facilities? What kind of medical treatment is being given?  Is there a possibility of artificial 
limbs? What support do caretakers in the family have? 

3. Do the children’s families have financial resources to pursue legal action against the culprits? Are they 
seeking any compensation? What is the status of the case? 

4. Which environmental laws govern the disposal of this kind of dangerous industrial waste?  What is the 
Environment Protection Agency’s stance on this dumping? Is this an isolated incident or do industries 
make a habit of openly dumping toxic chemical waste? 

5. What is the proper method of industrial waste disposal? Do our industries have access to disposal 
facilities? How many industries are producing toxic waste? How many are adhering to the legal disposal 
guidelines? Is the waste being disposed in an environmentally harmful way? What other environmental 
effects does industrial waste have? What are the international best practices and norms? How does 
Pakistan compare? 

Possible Sources of Information on Industrial Burns Story

1. Affected families

2. People in the neighbourhood — people residing near the plot where the industrial waste was dumped

3. Doctors who treated the burn victims

4. City government officials 

5. Administrators of SITE industrial area

6. The investigating officer with the police

7. If the affected families are pursuing legal action, their lawyer can be a good source of information and 
updates 

8. Legal experts who can explain which laws govern the industrial areas 

9. Representatives of the factory under investigation

10. Environment ministry

11. Environment protection agency (Since this incident occurred in Karachi, the relevant agency is SEPA, 
Sindh Environment Protection Agency. Each province has a separate environment protection agency.)

12. Environmental experts

13. Local NGOs working on environmental issues 

14. Archives to see whether such incidents have occurred before
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